We show that rhombohedral graphite may support surface superconductivity with an unusual relation between the BCS coupling constant and the order parameter. This feature results from the properties of the states localized on the graphite surfaces. In a description including only the nearest neighbour coupling of the graphene layers, the surface states are topologically protected and have a flat band dispersion. We show that including higher order couplings destroys this flat band character and leads to a particle-hole symmetry breaking quadratic dispersion with a large effective mass. Employing this dispersion, we then show its effect on superconductivity and find two regimes of parameters, depending on the relation between the strength of the coupling constant and the details of the quadratic dispersion. For low coupling strengths, superconductivity is localized on the surfaces, but the order parameter is exponentially suppressed as in a conventional BCS superconductor, whereas for large coupling strengths we obtain surface superconductivity with a linear relation between the order parameter and the coupling constant. Our results may explain the recent findings of graphite superconductivity with a relatively high transition temperature.
We show that rhombohedral graphite may support surface superconductivity with an unusual relation between the BCS coupling constant and the order parameter. This feature results from the properties of the states localized on the graphite surfaces. In a description including only the nearest neighbour coupling of the graphene layers, the surface states are topologically protected and have a flat band dispersion. We show that including higher order couplings destroys this flat band character and leads to a particle-hole symmetry breaking quadratic dispersion with a large effective mass. Employing this dispersion, we then show its effect on superconductivity and find two regimes of parameters, depending on the relation between the strength of the coupling constant and the details of the quadratic dispersion. For low coupling strengths, superconductivity is localized on the surfaces, but the order parameter is exponentially suppressed as in a conventional BCS superconductor, whereas for large coupling strengths we obtain surface superconductivity with a linear relation between the order parameter and the coupling constant. Our results may explain the recent findings of graphite superconductivity with a relatively high transition temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconductivity is a ubiquitous phenomenon in metals: according to a commonly held view, all metals become either superconducting or magnetic at low enough temperatures. However, the corresponding transition temperatures may be (so far) unobservably low. In conventional superconductors, such as Al, Hg, or Nb, the transition temperature depends exponentially on the inverse of the BCS coupling constant, and whereas the coupling constant itself may be fairly large (the relevant energy scale connected with it may be many times larger than the thermal energy at room temperature), the resulting transition temperature typically does not much exceed 10 K. This property is intrinsically related to the quadratic dependence of electrons' energy on momentum, which leads to a logarithmic divergence in the BCS self-consistency equation. With a higher-order dispersion around the Fermi energy, the relation between the magnitudes of the critical temperature and the coupling constant becomes stronger, boosting the superconductivity.
The extreme case would be a completely dispersionless energy spectrum, the so called "flat band". Fermionic systems with dispersionless branches of excitation spectrum have quite unusual properties; nowadays they attract lots of research interest. Flat bands were predicted in many condensed matter systems, see for example [1] [2] [3] [4] . In some cases the flat bands are protected by topology in momentum space; they emerge on the surfaces of gapless topological matter 5 such as surfaces of nodal superconductors [6] [7] [8] , graphene edges 6 , surfaces of multilayered graphene structures [9] [10] [11] [12] , and in the cores of quantized vortices in topological superfluids and superconductors 5, 13, 14 . The singular density of states (DOS) associated with the dispersionless spectrum was recently shown by us to essentially enhance the transition temperature opening a new route to room-temperature superconductivity.
The problem is to find the metal with such a higher-order dispersion around the Fermi sea. Along with our collaborators, we have shown 10, 15 that within the nearest-neighbour approximation, rhombohedral graphite has topologically protected surface states with a flat band at the Fermi energy, and these surface states support high-temperature superconductivity where the superconducting order parameter is concentrated around the surfaces. Such a superconductor may also carry a large surface supercurrent with a critical value proportional to the large critical temperature. The corresponding critical temperature depends linearly on the pairing interaction strength and can be thus considerably higher than the usual exponentially small critical temperature in the bulk. A flat band forms out of a low dispersive band that appears on the surface of a multilayered graphene structure with rhombohedral stacking with a large number of layers. Surface superconductivity is favorable already for a system having N ≥ 3 layers, where the normal-state spectrum has a power-law dispersion ξ p ∝ |p| N as a function of the in-plane momentum p. The DOS
has a singularity at zero energy which results in a drastic enhancement of the critical temperature. However, next-nearest neighbour hoppings which are present in real rhombohedral graphite can break the exact topological protection and, therefore, the flat-band mechanism of superconductivity at sufficiently low values of the coupling constant can be destroyed. Here we study the detailed effect of these higher-order interactions and show that though they indeed break the flat-band scenario for weak superconducting coupling, they provide another mechanism of surface superconductivity which is of the BCS type but has a much larger coupling constant than the usual superconductivity in bulk graphite. This large coupling constant comes from a large DOS associated with a heavy effective mass of surface quasiparticles that is clearly distinguishable on the background of the flat band which would arXiv:1210.7075v2 [cond-mat.supr-con] 30 Oct 2012 exist without the higher-order interactions. Both these mechanisms favor the high-temperature superconductivity. Our results provide a criterion for the parameters needed to obtain the highest critical temperature. They may be relevant in explaining the recent experimental findings [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] reporting the observation of even room-temperature superconductivity in doped graphite.
Here we briefly outline the main results of our paper. More detailed calculations are described in the following sections. In this work we study rhombohedral graphite by taking into account, besides the lowest-order interlayer hopping energy γ 1 , also the higher-order hoppings γ 3 and γ 4 . From these, only the latter breaks the topological protection of the flat band. We find that, even in the presence of all these interactions, rhombohedral graphite still has surface states. However, instead of a flat band of radius p FB = γ 1 /v F they have a weak dispersion
within the region p < p FB . Here a small factor α = 2γ 1 γ 4 /γ 0 arises from the higher-order interlayer hopping γ 4 ; γ 0 is the zero-order intralayer nearest-neighbour hopping energy, v F is the Fermi velocity in graphene, and µ is the chemical potential. These surface states are not symmetric with respect to the point = 0, more or less in the same way as the presence of the next-neighbour coupling breaks the electron-hole symmetry in graphene 21 . For p > p FB , the energy of the surface states deviates rapidly from µ (see Figs. 4 and 5) . Qualitatively, the energy gap is localized at the surface and can be determined by a simplified self-consistency equation, which for T = 0 and µ = 0 has the form
where g = W p 2 FB / 2 d is a superconducting coupling energy proportional to the pairing interaction W , d is the distance between the layers. Equation (2) yields
We thus find that for g < g c ∼ 4πγ 1 γ 4 /γ 0 , the gap ∆ is exponentially small, similar to conventional BCS superconductors, whereas for larger coupling constant ∆ tends to the flat-band result 15 ∆ ∝ g which is linear in the coupling strength. These values of ∆ yield critical temperatures T c of the order ∆/k B , the exact prefactor depending on which of the above regimes the coupling constant is.
The above considerations help to identify the regime of parameters where extremely high-temperature surface superconductivity might be found. In our estimates, we use the tight-binding parameters summarized in 21 (see also 22 ), which gives γ 0 = 3.2 eV, γ 1 = 0.39 eV, γ 3 = 0.315 eV, and γ 4 = 0.044 eV. We disregard the next-nearest neighbour intralayer hopping proportional to γ 2 = −0.02 eV and even smaller interaction across two layers. In addition of its small relative magnitude, the next-nearest hopping γ 2 does not affect the conical dispersion of single graphene layer and thus is not expected to essentially modify our results. Note, however, that also widely different values of higher-order hopping constants are discussed in literature 24 , especially with a much higher γ 4 (for example 25 claims γ 4 = γ 3 ). With the above values, the crossover between the two regimes takes place around g c ≈ 0.1 . . . 0.2γ 1 ≈ 0.04. . . 0.08 eV (see Fig. 9 below). Thus, for g g c , the gap and the critical temperature would be exponentially small whereas for g > g c it would be T c ∼ (g/γ 1 ) × 60 K. This is much larger than the expected gap in the bulk for the same magnitude of the coupling. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we derive the dispersion of the surface states for rhombohedral graphite in the normal state by including the interlayer couplings γ 1 , γ 3 and γ 4 . In Sec. III we derive the Bogoliubov-deGennes (BdG) equations for the superconducting state, while Sec. IV describes the surface superconductivity in rhombohedral graphite. Besides analyzing the crossover between the exponentially damped superconductivity and strong flat-band superconductivity, we review our earlier results on flat band superconductivity in the case of finite number of layers and on supercurrent carried by the surface states. In addition to this, we analyze the role of fluctuations around our mean-field solution and detail our previous prediction 5 of interface superconductivity at twinning layers of graphite by showing a few example cases. The paper is concluded by a short summary of our work and a comparison to the recent experiments on superconductivity in graphite.
II. ELECTRON DISPERSION IN RHOMBOHEDRAL GRAPHITE
The rhombohedral graphite lattice and the tight-binding couplings are depicted in Fig. 1 . We denote the layers (starting from the bottom) by index n, the position of A atoms inside layer n by R i,n , the vectors from the A atoms to the nearest B atoms by δ j (j = 1, 2, 3), and the vector between the layers by d. The latter is strictly in the vertical direction, i.e., connects a B atom from layer n to an A atom in layer n + 1 (this is the convention leading to σ − coupling on the upper diagonal).
For this lattice structure we can write the Hamiltonian where
The sum over R i,n goes over all A-atoms in layer n. For the hopping constants we use the most recent data in graphite according to 21, 22 : γ 0 = 3.2 eV, γ 1 = 0.39 eV, γ 3 = 0.315 eV and γ 4 = 0.044 eV and neglect the intra-layer next-nearest neighbour hopping term H (2) proportional to γ 2 = −0.02 eV, as well as the even smaller hoppings across two layers.
The unit cell vectors are, see Fig. 2
where a 0 is the distance between two carbon atoms while d is the interlayer distance in the z direction. The nearest neighbor in-plane vectors are
The single-layer graphene has Dirac points in the Brillouin zone at
In the vicinity of these points the graphene spectrum has a form of touching cones (for details, see review 21 and references therein). We show below that, for surface states in multilayered graphene with rhombohedral stacking as shown in Fig. 1 , the conical spectrum near the Dirac points is transformed into low-dispersion low-energy bands that determine the unique features of this system. Therefore, we are interested here in low energies and thus in momenta close to one of the two non-equivalent Dirac corners K or K in the Brillouin zone. Let us expand the wave functions near K ,
and assume that |p|, |p| a
0 . Here L is the number of unit cells in the plane (we omit the spin index). Small vectors p cannot couple the two Dirac points K and K . Therefore, equations for them separate.
A standard Fourier series expansion of Hamiltonian (4) near K yields
and v F = 3a 0 γ 0 /2 . We define the pseudo-spinor
We also need the Hamiltonian expansion near the opposite Dirac point −K,
Using the same type of derivations we find
The Hamiltonian Eq. (12) at −K together with the Hamiltonian Eq. (9) at K are used below to construct the associated Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian to describe the superconducting state.
In the next section we find numerically the energies and eigenstates of Hamiltonian Eq. (9) using the relative magnitudes of the coupling constants listed above. The result of such numerics is displayed in Figs. 4 and 5, along with the corresponding analytical approximations.
A. Low-energy spectrum in the normal state
The Schrödinger equation takes the form
The energy E = µ + is measured from the chemical potential µ. We use the Ansatẑ
where q is the out-of-plane momentum, and obtain for n = 1, N
with φ =φ + π/6. The compatibility condition yields the energy spectrum for excitations in the bulk,
For zero doping µ = 0, the Fermi surface is determined by (p, q, φ) = 0. If γ 3 = γ 4 = 0, the Fermi surface shrinks to the spiral v F p = γ 1 ,φ = qd. If only γ 4 = 0, the Fermi surface for zero doping is determined by
Real momenta p and q are realized along the line q(φ) satisfying 
Along this line
.
It is a corrugated spiral in the 3D space (p, q, φ). Sinceφ at the Fermi line as a function of qd is periodic with period 2π, the corrugation has a three-fold symmetry in the plane of φ, as is seen in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 below for the corresponding flat band. It is clear that the γ 3 interaction does not destroy the Fermi line. Indeed, this is because the interaction comes with matricesσ x andσ y and thus the full Hamiltonian obeys the same anti-commutation rule
as the initial HamiltonianĤ (0) +Ĥ (1) . According to 10 , this preserves the same topological invariant and hence the topology of the Fermi surface is unchanged.
FIG. 4:
Spectrum of rhombohedral graphite surface state as a function of momenta px and py. On this scale, the effect of γ4 does not show up. Due to the non-zero γ3, the shape of the low-energy region is distorted from a circle into a more triangular shape.
We now turn to the surface states with low energies = 0. A surface state corresponds to a complex out-of-plane momentum q = q + iq that ensures its decay into the bulk. Since the interaction proportional to γ 3 does not change the conclusion about the presence of a flat band, we restrict our analytical consideration to the case when only γ 4 is nonzero while γ 3 = 0 for simplicity. Note that our numerical analysis is carried out using the exact diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian (with non-zero γ 3 ). For γ 3 = 0 Eq. (13) takes the form
Equation (16) suggests a solution in the form
where This form of solution implies the out-of-plane momentum q d =φ while e ±q d = (v F p/γ 1 ). At the outermost layers n = 1, N , the terms which would containψ 0 andψ N +1 in Eq. (16) disappear. Those components for which the terms with γ 1 are absent have the form
They couple the constants A + and A − and determine the energy of the surface states. We define
Using Eq. (17) we find for ξ p , γ 1
where
The spectrum p has a quadratic dispersion with the effective mass m * on a background of a much weaker high-order dispersion ξ p . The latter transforms into a flat band ξ p = 0 with a radius v F p < γ 1 for an infinite number of layers, N → ∞. This form of the dispersion is compatible with the findings made with the numerical calculations exploiting density functional theory:
23 also there quadratic dispersion with an effective mass of the same order as that estimated here is found.
The effective mass is much larger than the characteristic band mass m 3 in 3D graphite. Indeed, we have
* . This dispersion is compared with the exact dispersion obtained from the numerical diagonalization of H(K, p) in Figs. 4 and 5 using γ 3 /γ 0 = 0.098, and γ 4 /γ 0 = 0.014 according to 21, 22 .
III. BOGOLIUBOV-DE GENNES EQUATIONS FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTING STATE
To construct the BdG equations we need the Hamiltonian for holes. 38 The hole Hamiltonian near a Dirac point K follows from the particle Hamiltonian in a vicinity of the opposite Dirac point −K. The wave function ψ h K of a hole excitation near the Dirac point K is ψ h K =ψ * −K . Therefore, the hole Hamiltonian is
mn (K, p) is independent of p while the other terms are linear in p we have using Eq. (12)
In other words, the hole Hamiltonian coincides with Eq. (9) where the electronic wave functions are replaced with the corresponding hole functions. As distinct from the quasiparticle energy measured from the chemical potential upwards, E = µ + , the energy of holes is measured from the chemical potential downwards, E = µ − . In what follows, the electron wave function is denoted byû n =ψ n while the hole wave function is denoted byv n =ψ h n . The BdG equations for the superconducting state are constructed using the Schrödinger equations of the type of Eq. (16) for particles and holes with the particle-hole coupling through the order-parameter field ∆,
Here we introduce objects in the Nambu spacě
The Nambu vectorΨ n has the pseudo-spinor componentŝ
For γ 3 = 0 the BdG equations in components take the form (for n = 1, N )
At the outermost layers n = 1, N , the terms withû 0 ,v 0 andû N +1 ,v N +1 in Eqs. (23), (24) disappear. For those components which do not contain the terms with γ 1 we have
Here we decompose the wave functionΨ
into the spinor functions localized at each sublatticê
and introduce the vector in the Nambu spaceα
For analytical consideration we assume that ∆ n = 0 for n = 1, N . This assumption is justified by the results of numerical solution of the self-consistency equation with the wave functions found from the full BdG equations, discussed below, see especially Fig. 10 . In this case, Eqs. (23)- (24) for n = 1, N do not contain ∆, so that one can use the normal-state coefficients as in Eq. (17),
Here C is a normalization constant; the vectorsǍ ± = (A ± , B ± ) T do not depend on n. We also define the matrix
Equations (25)-(26) yieldτ
Equations (28), (29) provide the surface-state spectrum
If ∆ 1 = ∆ N we have˜
This is compared to the exact diagonalization of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations in Fig. 6 . Equations (28), (29) 
The overall normalization requires d If the number of layers N is large, ξ p → 0 for v F p < γ, the two surface states decouplẽ
In this case, Eq. (28) yields
whence
In the following section we use these eigenfunctions to calculate the self-consistent gap function ∆.
IV. SURFACE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
The surface states discussed above form a basis for the superconducting order parameter localized near outer surfaces. Within the mean-field approximation, the order parameter at layer n is determined by the self-consistency equation,
where W is the 3D coupling potential, f (E) is the Fermi distribution function. The sum includes all states q with given 2D momentum p. As was shown in 15 , the terms corresponding to the surface states dominate in the sum due to a much larger density of states compared to the bulk states. For a large number of layers N → ∞ when ξ p = 0, the self-consistency equation for the order parameter on the surface takes the form
In the following sections we consider several examples that can be derived from Eqs. (37)-(39).
A. Flat band
For zero doping µ = 0, in the absence of a band curvature γ 4 = 0 and ξ p = 0, Eq. (39) yields the flat-band result (for T = 0)
where the coupling energy is
The coupling energy can be expressed in terms of the usual BCS coupling constant λ = ν 3 W where ν 3 = m 3 p 3F /2π 3 3 is the 3D density of states. Assuming the conduction band width in 3D graphite of the order of γ 0 we have
which can be estimated as
The critical temperature is determined by Eq. (39) with ∆ → 0, which gives ∆ 0 = 3k B T c . Due to its linear dependence on the interaction strength, the critical temperature is proportional to the area of the flat band and can be essentially higher than that in the bulk.
Doping in the flat band regime destroys the surface superconductivity 15 . This can be seen from Eq. (38) with U V = ∆/2˜ 1 and where˜ 1 is taken from Eq. (34) . Both ∆ 0 and T c vanish at the critical doping level |µ| = 2k B T c .
For a flat band ξ p = 0 with p c = p FB the only characteristic values in the superconducting surface state are the energy ∆ and the momentum p FB . Therefore, the coherence length should be of the order of the only available length scale, ξ 0 ∼ /p FB . It is much larger than the interatomic distance, ξ 0 a 0 , since p FB p 0 ∼ /a 0 .
B. "Flat-band" surface superconductivity in a finite array.
Let us discuss the "flat band" regime µ = 0 and γ 4 = 0 for a system with a finite number of layers. Since the normal-state DOS defined as
has a low-energy singularity for N > 2, the surface superconductivity is favorable already for a system with a finite number of layers N ≥ 3. A simple expression for the zero-temperature gap can be obtained if N ≥ 5. For a finite N , the value ξ p can reach values larger than ∆. We insert Eqs. (32) at zero doping for u and v together with Eq. (33) and Eq. (31) into Eq. (38) . Since the upper limit of integration is p FB , the corresponding upper limit for ξ p is ξ c = γ 1 ∆. Transforming to the energy integral with the normal-state DOS Eq. (42) we find for T = 0
1 N . The zero-temperature gap is
For N 1 we have α N = 1. The flat-band result, Eq. (40), is recovered if the number of layers is N 2 ln(γ 1 /∆ 0 ). The coherence length for a finite system is ξ 0 ∼ /p ∆ . It approaches /p FB for N → ∞.
The gap obtained by numerical integration of Eq. (37) with a cut-off p co is plotted in Fig. 7 . It shows how the gap is independent of the number of layers as long as ∆ > ξ pc0 , and saturates for ξ pc0 > ∆. As the number of layers N or the coupling energy g increases, this threshold moves to larger values of cutoff momenta. 
C. BCS-like surface superconductivity for a quadratic spectrum
In this section we consider a system with an infinite number of layers, such that ξ p = 0. The spectrum has a weak dispersion Eq. (31) due to a large effective mass m * determined by the inter-layer coupling γ 4 . In this case Eq. (39) yields for T = 0
A simple qualitative expression can be written neglecting the normalization factor 1 − v 2 p 2 /γ
where α = 2γ 1 (γ 4 /γ 0 ). For µ = 0 and µ = α we find
This is Eq. (2) discussed in Sec. I. In the limit g α we get the flat band result ∆ = g/4π (without the extra 1/2 because of the absence of the normalization factor 1 − v 2 p 2 /γ 2 1 ). Whereas this function captures the qualitative aspects of the self-consistent gap (exponential suppression below g 4πα, and flat-band limit for g 4πα), the exact numerical value for the gap needs to be found from the full equation (45).
FIG. 8:
Optimal doping level vs. the coupling constant g for a given value of α. Inset shows the dependence of the (normalized) self-consistent gap on the chemical potential for a few values of g. In the limit g 4πα, the scale for the µ-dependence is ∆ > α rather than α, but the optimum is still found around µ ≈ 0.7α.
For a weak interaction ∆
α the gap Eq. (2) has a BCS-like form ∆ = αe −1/λ2 where the coupling constant is λ 2 ∼ g/α. Using the estimate Eq. (41) for g we find that this is a much larger coupling constant
than what one would have for the usual bulk superconductivity. The coherence length has its usual form
which is much longer than the interatomic distance a 0 . Inserting a non-zero chemical potential µ in Eq. (45) enables us to find an optimal doping with which the gap ∆ is maximized. Such an optimal doping depends on the ratio g/α, vanishing at g α and saturating to a finite value µ opt ≈ 0.7α at g α. The optimal doping is plotted in Fig. 8 , along with the dependence of the gap on the chemical potential for a few values of g. This dependence makes the critical temperature sensitive to the presence of various impurities, complying with the reports of high-temperature superconductivity in doped graphite in 16 . These approximations are compared to the exact numerical solution of the self-consistency equation (37), using the full Hamiltonian, Eq. (22) in Fig. 9 . Moreover, Fig. 10 shows the position dependence of the gap away from the surface state for two different coupling strengths. For low values of the coupling it extends into the bulk only over a few interlayer distances due to a decay of the wave functions. Taking this into account we have chosen the model below Eq. (25) , in which the order parameter is nonzero only on the outermost layers.
D. Supercurrent
Absence of dispersion in a flat band raises the questions of superconducting velocity and of the supercurrent: Can they be nonzero and, if they can, what is then the magnitude of the critical current? In this section we address the problem of supercurrent associated with the surface superconductivity in the flat-band multilayered rhombohedral graphene. Based on the model employed in 15 for description of the surface superconductivity the supercurrent was calculated in 26 as a response to a small gradient of the order parameter phase ∆ = |∆|e ikr using an approach similar Fig. 8 . For large coupling, the surface gap tends towards the flat-band limit ∆ ∝ g. For coupling g 4πα, the gap becomes exponentially suppressed, ∆ ∝ exp(−4πα/g). The lower inset shows the ratio of ∆ and the critical temperature Tc as a function of the ratio g/α computed from Eq. (39). For low coupling it equals to the regular BCS value 1.764, whereas in the flat band regime g 4πα it tends towards 3.
FIG. 10:
Profile of the gap function ∆ for two different coupling strengths for N = 20 layers. The lines are guides to the eye, as ∆ is only defined in the discrete points marked with circles (g = γ1) and squares (g = 0.01γ1). In the case g = γ1 the induced gap is already so large that high-momentum states with vF p ∼ γ1 contribute to superconductivity, and therefore superconductivity extends into the bulk of the material.
to that of 27 for supercurrent in a single layer of graphene. The supercurrent appears to be finite; the critical current is proportional to the superconducting zero-temperature gap, i.e., to the critical temperature, and to the radius of the flat band in the momentum space. Being produced by the surface superconductivity, the total current through the sample is independent of the sample thickness. Here we summarize the results obtained in 26 for the flat band regime. The current density along layer n is
Here q labels different states for given p, while f p is the distribution function. The current operator in Eq. (46) couples the states at different sublattices and thus contains the overlaps of the wave functions localized at different surfaces. Let us consider a large but finite number of layers. Equation (17) tells us that the wave function for each sublattice decays away from the corresponding outer surface of the sample. As a result, the product of two wave functions at different sublattices in Eq. (46) for the current, in addition to a decaying part, contains a contribution proportional to (pv F /γ 1 ) N = ξ p /γ 1 that does not depend on the distance from the surface. As is seen from Eq. (43) the energy ξ p is of the order of the energy gap ∆ at the surface. It is thus a characteristic energy associated with the superconducting coherence between the two surfaces. This coherence persists in the bulk even though the wave functions and the order parameter itself decay. This coherence produces a supercurrent that flows uniformly through the sample but with the density that is inversely proportional to the number of layers, see 26 . The full current through the sample is
where w is the width of the sample. The full current does not depend on the sample thickness N d as expected for surface superconductivity. The critical current is determined by max(k) ∼ ξ
where the coherence length is
For nonzero µ we find in the same way as in
This equation holds for T |∆|. The supercurrent is thus finite despite the absence of dispersion of the excitation spectrum. The critical current is proportional to the zero-temperature gap, i.e., to the superconducting critical temperature and to the size of the flat band in the momentum space.
E. Effect of fluctuations
In our analysis above we employ the mean-field approximation. The quality of this approximation is determined by the Ginzburg number which is a measure of the relative magnitude of order-parameter fluctuations. For usual 3D superconductors the Ginzburg number is Gi ∼ (T c /E F ) 4 ; it is very small due to a small ratio of the critical temperature to characteristic energy of electrons which is the Fermi energy.
In the case of flat band surface superconductivity, both the critical temperature and the characteristic energy of electrons are of the same order. Indeed, according to results of Sec. IV B the characteristic energy ξ p is of the order of ∆ ∼ T c . As a result, the Ginzburg number is of the order of unity. The magnitude of the order-parameter fluctuation ∆ 1 can be estimated as follows. The free energy density of fluctuations in the flat-band regime is
Since ξ ∼ /p F B one has the total free energy of fluctuations F 1 ∼ ξ 2 F 1 ∼ ∆ 1 . Comparing this energy with the thermal energy T we find ∆ 1 ∼ T . The thermal fluctuations are thus of the order of the mean-field gap ∆ 1 ∼ ∆ 0 for T ∼ T c ; they freeze out only for T T c . Therefore, the mean-filed approach is not exact for the flat-band regime. It works well, however, for the regime when the quadratic spectrum dominates.
If the superconductivity is dominated by the normal spectrum with a quadratic dispersion, the fluctuation free energy density for T not too close to T c is
where ν 2 = m * /2π 2 is the 2D DOS and the effective mass m * is determined by Eq. (21) . If the coherence length is
0 where ∆ 0 is the mean-field gap, the full energy in an area πξ 2 0 is
Since F 1 ∼ T we find
If the quadratic dispersion dominates, the order parameter is ∆ 0 γ 1 γ 4 /γ 0 , as follows from Eq. (2) . Therefore, the Ginzburg number Gi = e −1/λ2 1, and the average fluctuation of the order parameter is small compared to its mean-field value. However, at the crossover point to the flat band regime, ∆ 0 ∼ γ 1 γ 4 /γ 0 , and the fluctuation becomes of the same order as the mean-field value.
F. Twinning boundary superconductivity
The flat band states do not have to appear only at the surfaces of rhombohedral graphite. Similar flat bands can appear at twinning boundaries between different rhombohedrally stacked regions, or between a rhombohedral and Bernally stacked region 5 . The presence of such flat bands can be justified from the fact that at such twinning boundaries, the bulk topological charge N 1 (p) discussed in 10 changes sign or turns from a finite value to zero. Hence an asymptotically zero-energy state has to form at such boundaries for those momenta p in the p x , p y plane for which N 1 changes.
We do not discuss the microscopic features of such twinning boundary flat bands here, but present only a numerically calculated gap function for such a system in a few example cases: (a) a stacking fault in rhombohedral stacking, where at one point in the sample the new layer stacked on top of the rhombohedrally stacked layers has its B-atom on top of the A atom of the previous layer, which on the other hand was on top of the B-atom of the previous layer (onset of Bernal stacking, but continued by rhombohedral stacking), (b) a few such Bernally stacked layers on top of each other, and (c) rhombohedral stacking fault in an otherwise Bernally stacked graphite. The corresponding nearest-neighbour Hamiltonians around the stacking fault region are of the form 
Here the dots denote zeros in the matrix and the matrices H rhg (N, σ) are the Hamiltonians for N layers of rhombohedrally stacked graphite with the coupling matrix σ on the upper diagonal.
The corresponding profiles of the superconducting order parameter are plotted in Fig. 11 . This picture clearly shows how interface superconductivity shows up at the twinning boundaries.
V. SUMMARY
The flat band with infinite DOS emerges in semi-metals with topologically protected nodal lines. This flat band promotes surface superconductivity with T c proportional to the pairing interaction strength and to the area of the flat band in the momentum space which is determined by the projection of the nodal line onto the surface. Topologically protected flat bands may also appear on interfaces, twin boundaries and grain boundaries in bulk 3D topological materials leading to an enhanced bulk T c . Rhombohedral graphite is a promising candidate for a system with topologically protected surface flat band at the Fermi energy. Earlier 5,10,15 we have shown that, within the nearest-neighbour approximation, the rhombohedral graphite has a flat band for surface states, and these surface states support high-temperature superconductivity with the superconducting order parameter concentrated around the surfaces. The corresponding critical temperature is proportional to the pairing interaction strength and can be thus considerably higher than the usual exponentially small critical temperature in the bulk. This is in strong contrast to single-layer graphene, where the density of states vanishes at the Dirac point and therefore superconductivity quite generally requires strong doping [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , (see also review 35 and references therein). However, next-nearest neighbour hoppings which are present in real rhombohedral graphite can break the exact topological protection and, therefore, the flat-band mechanism of superconductivity at sufficiently low values of the coupling constant can be destroyed. Here we have studied the detailed effect of these higher-order interactions and demonstrated that instead of the flat-band scenario they can provide another mechanism of surface superconductivity which is of the BCS type but with a much larger coupling constant than the usual superconductivity in bulk. This large coupling constant comes from a large DOS associated with a heavy effective mass of surface quasiparticles that is clearly distinguishable on the background of the flat band which would exist without the higher-order interactions. For strong coupling, however, even this system crosses to the regime of flat band superconductivity.
Indications towards surface superconductivity have been seen in experiments on graphite in the form of a small Meissner effect and of a sharp drop in resistance 16, 17 . The enhanced superconducting density has been also reported on twin boundaries in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 36 . This year, these findings have been ratified and experimentalists have seen zero resistance in graphitic samples up to temperatures of 175 K 20 and furthermore indications of even roomtemperature superconductivity in specially prepared graphite samples 19 . These observations are compatible with surface or interface superconductivity described by our theory. However, they would require at least the presence of rhombohedrally stacked graphite regions embedded inside otherwise Bernally stacked regions of graphite.
Besides the top and bottom surfaces of rhombohedral graphite, Bernally stacked graphite should have similar types of flat bands emerging on their lateral surfaces 21, 37 . It is possible that these states also support high-temperature surface superconductivity.
Our predictions provide a criterion for the parameters needed to obtain the highest critical temperature. They can be used for the search or for an artificial fabrication of layered and/or twinned systems with high-and even room-temperature superconductivity.
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